One of the rules of journalism is, if you have a bombshell, don't wrap it in cotton gauze and bubble-wrap before you let it loose. That is more or less what US News and World Report did in an article, published 9 April, that began like this: "When Sharon Shaw was 18, one of her eyelids began to droop." Twenty sentences later, the interesting bit of this story finally bubbled its way out of the prose, with the rather startling revelation that a fertility doctor in New Jersey "claims to have created the first case of human germline genetic modification resulting in normal healthy children."
US News was the first to eye a report in the March issue of the journal Human Reproduction, which matter-of-factly reported on a new fertility treatment that just happens to mix in the mitochondria from a third party into the usual union between egg and sperm. The procedure, by Dr. Jacques Cohen at the Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science at St. Barnabas Medical Center in New Jersey, involves using cytoplasm from a donated egg to 'rejuvenate' an infertile woman's egg. As a byproduct, some mitochondria from the donated cytoplasm -and some mitochondrial DNA -can come along for the ride. But, given US News' softer-than-marshmallow lead, it's little wonder that nobody else in the media jumped on this scoop.
The story next cropped up in an editorial in Science, dated 20 April. But the journal's tip sheet didn't showcase this discussion. And journalists have become so dependent on the pre-packaged material that Science puts out to look for story leads, we often don't get around to reading the journal itself. But reporters do read the 800-pound gorilla of journalism, the New York Times. So on 5 May, when the Times reported that "Babies in Fertility Method have Genes From 3 People," all of a sudden it was news.
"World's first GM babies are born from three parents, " the Daily Mail exclaimed
The Times itself didn't make that big a deal of the report. The second sentence states, "the researchers emphasize that the added genes appear to be of no consequence." And the story was tucked away on page 11 of the thin and sparsely read Saturday paper. Even so, this quickly became a hot-button issue in the British press. "World's First GM babies are born from 3 parents," The Daily Mail exclaimed. "Geneticists fear that one day this method could be used to create new races of humans with extra, desired characteristics such as strength or high intelligence." The Daily Telegraph said the experimental treatment "marks the first example of what is called germline gene therapy, technically breaking a genetic taboo." And Scotland on Sunday reported, "Truth has overtaken fiction. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, first published in 1818, is less fantastical than the reality of modern day medicine -and quite possibly less terrifying."
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch also wrung its hands over the news, declaring, "Fertility clinics are the wild, wild west on the edge of the genetics frontier. They do not exist to conduct genetic research or to better humankind, but to produce babies for a great deal of money. Generously funded by desperate couples, a clinician has little to stop him other than his own conscience." The editorial argued that privately funded clinics should be subject to federal review.
However, a week later, the paper ran a rebuttal of sorts from George Johnson, a biology professor at Washington University. Johnson argued that the transfer of mitochondrial DNA from a third person was no big deal. "To get a sense of the minute amount of DNA in a mitochondrion, imagine selecting one phone number from Southwestern Bell's Greater St. Louis phone book, or one word from 17 copies of Webster's New World Dictionary."
The Washington Post was one of the last major publications to weigh in on the story. But when it did, it took the matter to a new level, by unearthing some internal documents from the clinic. It repeated Dr. Cohen's assertion that the procedure has produced only healthy babies. "But what Cohen and his colleagues did not mention in their recent scientific report is that the perfect record of healthy births was attained because they aborted a developing fetus that was found to have a rare genetic
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Human babies in germ-line juggernaut
Mediawatch: A report on infertility treatment that mixed mitochondria from a third party to the union of egg and sperm caused little stir initially in the US but ignited the British press, writes Richard Harris.
